Three-year outcomes of long-term patients with co-occurring bipolar and substance use disorders.
Little is known about the long-term outcomes of patients in the public mental health system who are disabled by co-occurring bipolar and substance use disorders. This article reports on the 3-year course of 51 patients with co-occurring bipolar and substance use disorders in the New Hampshire Dual Diagnosis Study. Participants received integrated dual disorders treatments in the state mental health system and were independently assessed with standardized measures at baseline and every 6 months for 3 years. Though psychiatric symptoms improved only modestly, participants improved steadily in terms of remission from substance abuse (61% in full remission at 3 years); they also achieved greater independent living (average 239 days in third year), competitive employment (49% in third year), regular social contacts with nonsubstance abusers (46% at 3 years), and quality of life (56% satisfied with life at 3 years). Different domains of outcome were only weakly related to each other. Long-term, disabled patients with co-occurring bipolar and substance use disorders have potential for remission from substance abuse and substantial improvements in functioning and quality of life.